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Bankruptcy: A Natural Phenomena
Being Attacked On Malaysians’
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Thus, its shows that increase in the number of credit card
holders seeking bankruptcy records over the years were also
reported. The people below 30 are the leading aged group
that has been declared bankrupt because of credit card debts
(Credit Card Debt and You: Under-30s Under Siege, Malay
Mail Insight, 2009)[2].
In the bankruptcy survey of the Panel Study of Income
Dynamics, the most common reason that households gave
for filing for bankruptcy was “high debt/ misuse of credit
cards”—33 percent gave this as their primary reason for
filing. A 2006 survey of debtors who sought credit
counseling prior to filing for bankruptcy found that debt
was even more important: two-thirds were in financial
difficulty because of “poor money management/excessive
spending” according to (National Foundation for Credit
Counseling). In addition, all of the empirical models of the
bankruptcy filing decision have found that consumers are
more likely to file if they have higher debt. [3] Domowitz
and Sartain (1999) found that households are more likely to
file as their credit card and medical debt levels increase. [4]
Gross and Souleles (2002a) similarly found that credit card
holders are more likely to file as their credit card debt
increases. In Fay, [5] Hurst, and White (2002)found that
households are more likely to file as their financial gain
from filing increases— where the financial gain from filing
mainly depends on how much debt would be discharged in
bankruptcy.

Abstract--Young generations around 30’s who hold numbers
of credit card and personal loans are an example of today’s
Malaysia. Many people claims that the socio economy status of
someone is reflected by the number of credit cards they own.
Without realizing the consequences of the usage of credit card
beyond their limit, more and more young peoples aged around
30’s were declared bankrupt due to credit card debts. This research
intended to explore the factors that contributed to the bankruptcy
of younger generation due to credit card debts. The findings of the
research provide useful outcomes to younger generation as well as
public in order to increase their awareness regarding the
bankruptcy issue that could be seen as a “new disease”. An update
on the insolvency trends, performance and recent initiatives
undertaken by Malaysia Department of Insolvency (MdI) were
also reviewed in this study. Insolvency Trends and the
administrations consisting of individual bankruptcies and
bankrupts’ cooperation were also studied thoroughly.
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I. BACKGROUND OF STUDY

C

REDIT cards were first issued in the USA in the early
twentieth century. In Malaysia, the first card was
introduced in the mid-1970s (Zafar U. Ahmed & et al.,
2010) [1]. At the early on period, credit cards were only
issued to professionals or successful business persons by
card issuing companies. However, with the passage of time,
eligibility criteria for obtaining credit cards have been
changed because credit cards are now easily obtained by
individuals regardless of their income or other measures of
financial wellbeing. As a result, the number of cardholders
reached to about three million by the turn of the last century
(Zafar U. Ahmed & et al., 2010[1]. The increase of credit
card has brought many side effects to the users especially
for the people aged below 30.
This is because credit card influence them in making the
excessive spending because it easier and convenient for
user to pay with credit card rather than bring cash with
them. As a result, in March 2009, outstanding debts from
credit card holders amounted to RM15.719 billion were
reported. Then, by the year 2009 outstanding credit card
debts accounted for 1.35 percent of the total loans
outstanding or 11.41 percent of the total consumer credit
(Bank Negara Malaysia, 2009; as cited in Zafar U. Ahmed
& et al., 2010)[1].

II.LITERATURE REVIEW
Given the apparent connection between the expansion in
credit card debt and the rise in bankruptcy filings, it’s useful
to review how markets for credit cards have evolved in
recent decades. My discussion here draws on [6] Ausubel
(1997), Evans and Schmalensee (1999), [7] Moss and
Johnson (1999), [8] Peterson (2004), and [9] Mann (2006).
Until the 1960s, consumer credit generally took the form of
mortgages or installment loans from banks or credit unions.
Obtaining a loan required going through a face-to-face
application procedure with a bank or credit union employee,
explaining the purpose of the loan, and demonstrating
ability to repay.
Because of the costly application procedure and the
potential embarrassment of being turned down, these loans
were generally small and went only to the most
creditworthy customers.4 This pattern began to change with
the introduction of credit cards in 1966, since credit cards
provided unsecured lines of credit that consumers could use
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at any time for any purpose. The earliest credit cards were
issued by banks where consumers had their checking or
savings accounts. Because most states had usury laws that
limited maximum interest rates, banks offered credit cards
only to the most creditworthy consumers, and card use
therefore grew only slowly. But after the Marquette
decision in 1978, credit card issuers could charge higher
interest rates, and they expanded in states where low
interest rate limits had previously made lending
unprofitable.
Over time, the development of credit bureaus and
computerized credit scoring models changed credit card
markets, because lenders could obtain information from
credit bureaus about individual consumers’ credit records
and could therefore offer credit cards to consumers who had
no prior relationship with the lender. Lenders first offered
credit cards to consumers who applied by mail, and then
began sending out pre-approved card offers to lists of
consumers whose credit records were screened in advance.
These innovations reduced the cost of credit both by
eliminating the face-to-face application process and by
allowing lenders to expand nationally, which increased
competition in local credit card markets. From 1977 to
2001, the proportion of U.S. households having at least one
credit card rose from 38 to 76 percent [10] (Durkin, 2000).

compared to the number of individual bankruptcies
registered in 2009. A slight increase is shown in the number
of Receiving Orders (RO) and Adjudication Orders (AO)
made in the beginning of 2011. The first quarter of 2011
denotes an increase of 7.27% number of registered
bankruptcy cases as 4,841 RO and AO were made in
comparison to 4,513 RO and AO made in the first 3 months
of 2010.

Fig.2: Cases Resolved Based on Categories from 2005 to March
2010

Parallel with the Tenth Malaysia Plan and the New
Economic Policy introduced by the government, Malaysian
Department of Insolvency (MdI) strives to provide an
effective administration of bankruptcy cases in ensuring the
enhancement of public service delivery system and
efficiency. Out of the total number of bankruptcy cases
administered, a total of 23,147 cases had been resolved via
3 modes that is, discharge by way of court order, discharge
via certificate of Director General of Insolvency and
annulment of the Adjudication Orders, in the period
between 2005 to March 2011.
As indicated in Figure 2, majority of cases had been
resolved by way of discharge via certificate of Director
General of Insolvency made in pursuant to section 33A,
Bankruptcy Act 1967 in which 11, 342 (49%) bankruptcy
cases were resolved. 8, 101 (35%) bankruptcy cases were
resolved by way of annulment of adjudication orders and
16% of cases were resolved when 3,704 bankrupts had
obtained their discharge by way of court order.

III.INSOLVENCY TRENDS AND THE ADMINISTRATION
As reflected in the Figure 1, the total number of
individual bankruptcies registered from 2005 to March
2011 is 90,898. 3. In the first quarter of 2011, 20,555
creditors’ petitions were filed in court to initiate bankruptcy
proceedings and this marks an increase of 0.78% from the
first quarter in the previous year where 20,395 creditors’
petitions were filed in court.

IV.BANKRUPTS’ APPLICATIONS IN PURSUANCE TO SECTION
38 OF MALAYSIAN BANKRUPTCY ACT 1967
To recap, Section 38 of the Malaysian Bankruptcy
Act 1967 restricts undischarged bankrupts from inter alia,
leaving Malaysia, carrying on any business and maintaining
any action in court, without the previous permission of the
DGI. Bankrupts can obtain the permission of the DGI
against any of those abovementioned restrictions by
submitting their applications to the administering branch
and it will be processed within 7 days from the date of
application, as promised in MdI’s client charter.

Fig.1: Yearly Petitions and Orders made from 2005 to 2011

Generally, Figure 1 further indicates a sharp increase of
40.11% in the number of creditors’ petitions filed in 2010 in
contrast to the number of creditors’ petitions filed in 2009.
17,490 petitions were filed by creditors in 2009 whereas as
many as 87, 645 petitions were filed by creditors in 2010. In
consequence to the increased number of creditors’ petitions
filed in 2010, the ending of 2010 shows an increase of
11.65% in respect of individual bankruptcies registered as
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spendd more than hhis or her abiility. Whereas,, credit card
allow
w the card hollder to borrow
w money from
m the issuing
bankk and there willl be interest chharges from thhe credit card
comppany on the puurchases that had been madde. Thus, the
higheer debts can iincrease the cchances to be declared as
bankr
kruptcy among credit card hollder. Thereforee, using debit
card is the wise acction when makking the purchhases since it
will oonly allow the card holder to spend within ttheir limit.
Otther steps thatt can be conssidered is to increase the
know
wledge about ccredit card and bankruptcy am
mong people
aged below 30’s. Providing thee credit education to the
peop le aged below
w 30 as well aas public can hhelp them in
manaaging their monney wisely andd use the creditt correctly to
avoidd debts. It cann be done throuugh financial sseminar, talk
from
m professional pperson or forum
m. The credit eeducation can
help one’s to managge their financcial, debt and seet up a better
plannning for the ffuture and it should begin as early as
possiible. Then, it is recommendded for the goovernment or
any nnon governmeent organizatioon (NGO) to aggressively
comee out and impllements the caampaign in ordder to create
the aawareness regaarding the credit card debts. F
For example,
in thee campaign shhould encouragge public as well as people
below
w 30’s to bringg their cash orr use debit cardd rather than
use tthe credit cardds when buyingg things. By ddoing so, the
publiic and people aged below 300’s can think twice before
purchhase any prodduct or servicce. Through tthis kind of
camppaign, it can inncrease the awaareness regardiing the credit
card debts impplication andd the advanntages and
disaddvantages of haaving the crediit card.

Fiig.3: Number an
nd types of appliccation made by bankrupts
b
from
2010 to 2011

F
Figure 3 depiccts the numberr and most com
mmon types off
appplications mad
de by bankrup
pts. In the firsst 3 months off
2011, 1,735 applications to ob
btain the perm
mission of DGII
m
and 100
0% of it wass
forr various reasons were made
appproved. Appliccations made to
t leave Malay
ysia in the firstt
quarter of 2011 shows
s
a slight decrease of 3.7% when only
y
ns were madee, as compared
d to the 1,644
4
1,5585 application
appplications maade in the first
fi
quarter of
o 2010. 102
2
appplications mad
de by bankruptts to obtain thee permission off
DG
GI to carry on
n any businesss were approv
ved in the firstt
quarter of 2010 in contrast to 153 similar app
plications madee
in the first quarrter of 2010, which marks a decrease off
heless, applicaations made by
y bankrupts to
o
33.33%. Neverth
mission of DG
GI to maintain
n court action
n
obttain the perm
inddicates an increease of 30.6% whereby 48 bankrupts madee
thee application within the first
f
3 monthss of 2011 in
n
com
mparison to only
o
37 appliccations made in the first 3
moonths of 2010.
c
caan mainly bee
The level off bankrupts’ cooperation
inddicated in the number of Sttatement of Affairs
A
filed, ass
agaainst the numb
ber of individu
ual bankruptciees registered in
n
a yyear. A bankru
upt’s cooperation in filing the Statement off
Afffairs is imperaative in ensurin
ng an efficient administration
n
of each bankrupttcy case. It is also essential in considering
g
y the bankruptt during his/herr
anyy of the appliccations made by
perriod in bankrup
ptcy.
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V.CONCLLUSION
A
As the bankru
uptcy due to crredit card debtts has increasee
esppecially amon
ng people ageed below 30, serious effortt
shoould be taken
n to curb this issue. Thus, researcher hass
com
me out with several reco
ommendation or suggestion
n
reggarding this issue. Firstly
y, it is reco
ommended to
o
enccourage peoplle aged below
w 30’s to use the debit card
d
ratther than cred
dit card in ord
der to reduce the debt and
d
bannkruptcy amo
ong them. Deebit card will debit money
y
dirrectly from thee owner accou
unt which prevents one’s to
o
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